Information Systems and Financial Forms Sample
Example Financial Systems Aligned with IT and Business Strategies Questions:
A.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

B.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

C.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Organization of the entity IT Function:
Is the IT function centralized?
Is someone in the IT organization responsible for business
systems?
Have there been any significant personnel changes during
the year that might affect the amount or quality of support for
business systems?
Does the support of business systems involve external
parties, such as outsourcing, vendors, or consultants?
Does the IT function have a uniform project management
model that is followed for all projects, including acquisition of
business system applications?
Do significant projects require a business benefit
assessment?
Are the projects formally controlled against budgets, schedule
and quality?
Do measures for quality exist?
Are there significant business systems activities outside the
IT function?
Are subcontractors subject to program development and
change control policies and procedures?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Effective Use of Technology:
Does the entity have a strategy to update technology,
including business systems, when needed?
Does the network and communication structure meet the
entity's needs with respect to business systems?
Has management established a process to manage business
systems changes?
Are policies and procedures to manage business system
changes documented?
Does management monitor progress and ensure that
approved changes are implemented on a timely basis?
Does IT management use reports/statistics to review the

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Does the entity have an Information Technology/System
strategy with respect to business systems?
Does the entity's strategy align with statewide IT/IS strategies
with respect to business systems?
Is the entity familiar with statewide IT strategies and/or
directives?
Is the entity aware of state laws, regulations or other
pronouncements that apply to IT in relation to business
systems?
Has the entity appointed someone (individual or office) who is
responsible for compliance with IT in respect to business
systems?

C.
7.
8.

D.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

E.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Effective Use of Technology:
operational quality of the business systems?
Does IT accomplish the installation of infrastructure-related
patches for hardware and software?
Are subcontractors used?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Staffing Levels:
Is the number of IT staff in line with the entity's business
systems requirements?
Is IT staff’s skill levels in line with the entity's business
systems requirements?
Are the business systems owned and maintained by the
users?
Do the users have the appropriate knowledge to exercise
their ownership?
Is the reliance on key IT staff members or key users
acceptable?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Alignment of Business Systems to Business Strategies
and Objectives:
Does the business system meet the needs of entity
management?
Is the business system information for the entity accurate and
useful?
Is the age of the business system a concern?
Will the business system need upgrades or replacements in
the near future?
Is there a cost benefit for maintenance, staff, and support to
keep the business applications going on a day-to-day basis?
Does the entity rely on vendors/contractors to perform
maintenance?
If vendors/contractors perform system maintenance, do they
have sufficient knowledge to support the applications?
Does the business system provide for a proper audit trail?
Are there any business information demands that are not
covered by the existing system?
Are steps being taken to meet any unfulfilled demands?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

IT Department:
Are user profiles reviewed periodically to ensure they have
the correct rights for their positions?
Do personnel policies include reference checks?
Do personnel policies include security statements?
Do personnel policies include rotation of duties?
Do personnel policies include terminated employee security
measures?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Functions within the IT Department:
Is system design segregated from operations?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Example Segregation of Duties Questions:
F.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

G.
1.

G.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Functions within the IT Department:
Is application programming segregated from testing and
ongoing operations?
Is systems programming (operating system/utilities)
segregated?
Are quality assurance/testing segregated?
Is the approval of changes segregated?
Is the movement of changes into production segregated?
Is the computer operations/data input segregated?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

No

N/A

Comments

Example Procedural Controls Questions:
H.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Data Integrity Control Activities:
Is IT staff prohibited from initiating transactions?
Are there controls to ensure all approved data is input?
Are there controls to ensure input is processed correctly
through the system?
Are there controls to ensure duplicative data cannot be
processed?
Are there audit trails tracing the computer output to data
source and vice versa?
Are changes to master files approved by a supervisor in the
user department and verified against a printout of changes?
Is there an audit trail for rejected and/or error transactions?
Are there processes that reconcile output totals to input totals
for all data submitted as well as file balances?
Does someone review outputs for reasonableness?
Is there proper control of data between the user and the IT
(operations) department?
Do application controls include editing and validation of input
data?
Do application controls include data processing controls over
rejected transactions?
Do application controls include balancing transaction and
master files?

Example Development / Implementation Controls Questions:
I.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Overall Control Activities:
Are user control objectives clarified and defined within the
initial requirements documentation?
Does the entity have a formal system development life cycle
(SDLC) methodology that is followed?
Are users involved throughout the development life cycle?
Are application and control objectives clearly defined for new
acquisition of purchased software?
Has a detailed project plan been developed?
Does the plan include goals and tasks?
Does the plan include timelines and milestones?
Does the plan include sponsor/stakeholder approval for each

Yes

I.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

J.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

Overall Control Activities:
milestone?
Does the plan include projected roles, responsibilities, and
resources?
Does the management receive project status reports on an
ongoing basis?
Do the status reports include assessments of quality
assurance review?
Do the status reports include actual completion of tasks
against the plan?
Do the status reports include actual delivery dates against
milestones and deadlines?
Has management determined and communicated a method
to track costs that are eligible for capitalization under existing
accounting standards?
Do the status reports include actual project costs against
budgets?
Are users performing integration, acceptance, and data
volume testing throughout the development life cycle?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Software Control Activities:
If the entity purchases software from a vendor, is the
placement of programs into production (loading the programs
into the entity’s computer system(s)) and changes to master
files performed only by the entity (not the vendor)?
Do system policies and procedures require an up-to-date
system flowchart/documentation for each application?
Are standard coding methodologies employed for internal
development?
Does the entity require up-to-date program source code for
each application?
Are users involved in development and acceptance testing?
Does the entity require up-to-date operator and user
instructions for each application?
Do systems development policies require the active
participation of users/stakeholders in important phases of the
development or change, including final approval?
Does the application owner authorize acceptance and
implementation of all application changes?
Are controls in place to prevent and/or detect changes in
code after testing was completed but before going live?
Are procedures in place to ensure that configuration options
and parameters meet business objectives and control
requirements?
Do users control who can perform data entry and error
correction?
Is process and data modeling performed?
Is data conversion necessary?
Are changes to the original design approved and controlled?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Example Change Management Controls Questions:

K.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

L.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
M.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Control Activities Over Approval and Tracking of Change
Requests:
Are all requests for changes captured and managed
centrally?
Are controls in place to log and track all requests?
Do changes reflect the priorities of business owners?
Is there ongoing communication between technical and
business staff?
Are changes documented and approved before developers
make program changes to any applications?
Is there a uniform systems development policy that is
followed for all new programs?
Is business owner approval and acceptance testing required
before a change is implemented?
Is there a uniform policy that is followed for all changes to
existing programs to include up-to-date program modification
documentation?
Do “emergency fixes” to a production system follow the same
development, testing and approval process as other program
changes?
Do change control processes ensure that superseded
programs are segregated from the current version and
removed from the production library?
Are tools used to ensure that all dependencies between
integrated applications are identified and considered before
changes are made?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Data Conversion:
Are there procedures to ensure that the mapping of data
fields from the legacy system to the target system is correct?
Are there procedures to ensure the converted data is
accurate?
Are there procedures to ensure the converted data is
complete?
Are there procedures to ensure the converted data is
accessible?
Are there procedures to ensure that critical system interfaces
are modified to accept the new data model?
Testing and Quality Assurance:
Are separate development, testing and production
environments maintained?
Are users involved in the testing?
Do business owners authorize system acceptance?
Are code changes to production executed by staff other than
those developing the software?
Are there processes in place to ensure that changes do not
compromise security controls (e.g., checking software to
ensure it does not contain malicious code, such as Trojans,
Worms, or other viruses)?
Are there procedures in place to ensure that all changes have
adequate backup and recovery procedures defined with
management-approved escalation lists?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

N.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

O.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Going Live with System Changes:
Are all changes approved migrated into the production
environment?
If developers have “write” access to the production
environment, does management have processes to ensure all
changes are authorized?
Is formal approval from the project sponsor/owner and IT
management required for authorizing the go-live decision?
Are quality assurance reviews required as part of the go-live
decision making process?
Is there a go/no go-live checklist?
Is there a process to ensure that only the properly tested,
reviewed, and approved version of the system is transferred
to the live environment?
Is there a process to communicate the specifics of the go-live
process?
Have individuals from both the business and IT organizations
been designated to support the new system during the go-live
period?
Is a post-implementation review planned?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Documentation and Training:
Are user and technical documentation/procedures updated
for all implemented system changes?
Are technical documentation/procedures updated when any
changes to systems occur?
Have the users and computer operators received adequate
training on new systems?
Is there a formal training program?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Example Security Control Activities Questions:
P.
1.

Security Organization and Management:
Have user roles and responsibilities been clearly defined and
communicated?

2.

Have developer roles and responsibilities been clearly
defined and communicated?
Have owner roles and responsibilities been clearly defined
and communicated?
Is the business owner involved in the design of IT staff
security access?
Are unsuccessful access attempts recorded?
Are unsuccessful access attempts reported?
Are unsuccessful access attempts monitored?
Is there a periodic review of security access?

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Q.
1.

Security Policies and Procedures:
Are there published policies and procedures that support the
entities information integrity objectives?

2.

3.

R.
1.

2.
3.

S.
1.
2.
3.

T.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

U.
1.
2.

3.
4.

Is there a controlled process to review and, if necessary, to
update the security policy and procedure documentation on a
periodic basis?
Is there a process to ensure that IT and business owners are
aware of security policies and procedures, as well as their
specific security responsibilities?

Security Over Applications:
Is there a documented security administration process to
ensure that all network and applications access is approved
by management?
Is system access approved by the business owners?
Does the centralized security administration provide reports
and require periodic reviews of user access by management
to ensure that access is commensurate with current job
responsibilities?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Security Over Sensitive and/or Critical Data:
Are appropriate monitoring and audit trail controls in place for
management to monitor for unauthorized activity?
Does management periodically review monitoring reports to
identify potential unauthorized activity?
Has management complied with federal and state laws,
regulations and rules regarding the privacy and confidentiality
of financial data collected from customers, vendors, or
employees?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Physical Environment and Access:
Do procedures restrict physical access to computer facilities,
including wiring closets, to authorized personnel?
Are PC systems with hard disks, in areas where they are
accessible to the public, controlled/monitored when left
unattended?
Are all laptop hard drives properly encrypted?
Are public use workstations restricted to read access only?
Have procedures been established to ensure proper disposal
of sensitive media (e.g. shredding of printouts, complete
removal of data and software from hard disks, diskettes, and
magnetic tapes)?
Are there controls on computer output that ensures only
authorized users are receiving the data?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

System Backup Procedures:
Are data backup procedures documented and followed?
Does the frequency of data backup procedures allow for the
economic recovery of data lost due to intentional or
accidental destruction?
Are backups created and saved daily?
Are backups created and saved weekly?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

U.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

V.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.

17.

System Backup Procedures:
Are backups created and saved monthly?
Are backups created and saved yearly?
Are all backup data stored in a secured, fireproof vault or safe
at an offsite location?
Are all backup data stored off site daily?
Is there a complete system backup done at month end?
Is there a complete system backup done at fiscal year end?
Are systems periodically restored from back-ups to confirm
that the data and process are functional?
Are employees storing all critical files on network drives rather
than workstation drives?
Are procedures established that requires all critical data to be
maintained on devices and drives that are subject to data
back-up and recovery policies and procedures?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Contingency Planning, Disaster Recovery (Restoring
core systems):
Is there a written disaster recovery plan (DR)?
Does the plan identify the critical applications?
Does the plan identify the critical staff responsibilities?
Does the plan identify steps for system recovery?
Does the plan identify computer equipment needed for
temporary processing?
Does the plan identify business locations(s) that could be
used to process critical applications in an emergency?
Is there a written agreement with other business locations(s)?
Does the plan identify the off-site location of the disaster
recovery plan?
Does the plan identify the location and users authorized to
access off-site system backups?
Does the plan identify all hardware and components (e.g.
make, model numbers, serial numbers, etc.)?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Does the plan include an inventory of all software applications
(e.g. operating system and software applications, release
versions, and vendor names)?
Does the plan identify the location of all user documentation
as well as system procedures manuals?
Does the plan identify the off-site location of extra stock, such
as checks, warrants, purchase orders, etc.?
Are procedures for emergency purchases spelled out in the
plan?
Does the entity have a Disaster Recovery site where a coldback-up of software and data resides to ensure an
appropriate recovery time (as defined in the plan)?
Does the entity have a Disaster Recovery site where a warmback-up of software and data resides to ensure an
appropriate recovery time (as defined in the plan)?
Does the entity have a Disaster Recovery site where a hotback-up of software and data resides to ensure an
appropriate recovery time (as defined in the plan)?

V.
18.
19.

20.
21.

W.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12

Contingency Planning, Disaster Recovery (Restoring
core systems):
Are all employees trained for appropriate responses to
emergency situations?
Does the entity record retention policy require that records be
retained for at least as long as they are needed to meet
operational and legal requirements?
Is the plan reviewed and exercised regularly?
Is the plan updated with lessons learned from the reviews
and exercises?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Contingency Planning, Business Continuity (Ongoing
business operations):
Is there a written business continuity plan (BCP)?
Does the BCP identify critical processes?
Does the BCP identify critical staff responsibilities?
Does the BCP identify business locations(s) that could be
used to process critical applications in an emergency?
Is there a written agreement with other business location(s)?
Does the BCP identify the location of all user documentation?
Does the BCP identify the off-site location of extra stock, such
as checks, warrants, purchase orders, etc.?
Are procedures for emergency purchases spelled out in the
BCP?
Are all employees trained for appropriate responses to
emergency situations?
Does the entity record retention policy require that records be
retained for at least as long as they are needed to meet
operational and legal requirements?
Is the plan reviewed and exercised regularly?
Is the BCP updated with lessons learned from the exercises?

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

